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This publication is of a preliminary character. 

To facilitate the rapid appe_arance of Reports, they 

are printed in the form as presented by Rapporteurs, 
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lily first task is to thank all the authors who have contributed 

to this session. The first slide(Fig.l)ahowa their naaea.The Russian 

language has a good phrase for such a slide: "Bratskaya Mogila".;. 

''the friendly communal grave~ There is ·not a single important theo-

retical idea I shall report on today which has not been expressed 

by at least two groups of authors. It is not commonly recognized 

but. in real sense Theoretical Physics has become as much of group-

endeaYour as Experimental Physics. I:!' in mentioning names, I happen 

· to omit some by inadvertance, I beg for your indulgence. 

After years of frustration and failure, it is always fun to 
., •.. 'I 

report on a story of.comparative sucpess. For even the mo~t acepti.:.\ 
r ; .:;-. 

cal ones of us can not deny that the use of group~theoretic ideas· 
f11 . 

has paid a handsome dividend to the symmetry physicist. My, report 
1. Lr 1: . 

shall naturally therefore have a strong group-theoretic bias.::'. · 

I shall discuss -

First The successful teats of su3 (To its failures I shall,turn. 

a blind eye.) 

Second The composite models of elementar7 particles based on 

triplet models. 

~ Group extensions and super-symmetries like SUJ x su3 
~ Dynamical considerations. 

I. Tests of the Unitary Symmetry 

The eight - fold way(K) has to its credit a small but impressi• 

ve number of successful.tests. There are: 

K 1. J. Ifo'eman, Nucl. Phys. g§_, 222 (1961) 
2. 111 •. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. fil, 1067 (1962) . 
. (to be continued on page 2) 
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(A) ~he existence of nearly.pure multiplets containing 1, 8 

and 10 particles of the same spin and parity. The positively 

identified nearly pure multiplets are th~ o- and 1 /2t octets 
,: •'+',' ':· ' . ' 

and ~ne 3/2 decuplet. 

(B) 'l'he Mass :B'ormtilae 

Assuming that su
3 

symmetry is broken and symmetry-breaking 

can be treated as a small perturbation one gets the well-known 

set of mass relations a:iong members of a given multiplet. For 

strong 1nteraot1on physics ~hese appear amazingly well verified 

and constitute perhaps the most definitive support for unitary 

symmetry.As 1& we~l known.the baryon octet and decuplet relations 

are satisfied to :.•1th1n o. 5% 1 the scalar octet relation to 5%. 

I shall· not go in.to a detailed derivation of these, but it is 

important to say a word or two about which relations are better 

established theoretically than others-. Write the interaction 

Lagrangian in the form 

L = Ls+ L..4s + le~ 

where (i) Ls is the su3 symmetric st;rong interaction for wh1oh 

part101ea of the sa■e spin and parity form equal mass multiplets. 

As is well known these can be divided into submultiplets of either 

I-spin or U-spin, and can be read off most easily from the 

x) (see page 1). 
~e unitary group was first used in elementary particle physics 

oy s. Ogawa, Y. Ohnuki, M. Ikeda (Progr. Theor. Phys. ~. 715, 
(1959)) and Y. Yamaguchi (Progr •. Theor. Phys. Sup;Jl.(1960lll,l'l 37) 
These authors correctly predj,cted the completion of tne o- mu1t1:.. 
plet (with ?o) though they followed Sakata i.n assigning baryons 
to a 3-fold re;irese~tation A. Salam and J.C. _Ward_(Nuovo C~ 10, 
20, 419 (1961»predicted existence of octets of (1) (and (1 )T 
gauge par~icles. The importance of.spin.one multiplets lies in the 
fact that the gauge particles must correspond to the regular repres 
sentation of a given symmetry group and therefore provide its "in
variant" signature (in contrast to any other repre11entat1onaJ. -

The 8-fold wa7 •~111gne11 not o~ 0 and 1- partiolea to octet repre
aentat1on but also ba.r7ona.l/2. 
:!OCThe remarks that follow have been made (to my knowledge) by Okun 
Akhiczer and Schwinger (papers submitted to this Conference)and in 
the critical form I have presented them by P.T. Mat~hews and G. 
Feldman (Imperial College preprint 1964) 
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weight diagrams (see JJig. 1.) 

(ii) 11ns is the medium strong interactions which breaks 

unitary symmetry, but _conserves I-spin, and. lcypercharge 'f . It 

produces the . splitting betw_een the isotopic submul tiplets in a 

unitary multiplet. 

(iil) Lem is the electromagnetic interaction which breaks 

·I-spin but conserves u-spin and hence charge ~ {which in U-spaoe 

pl8.1'8 the same role as bJ'perch&rg~ in I-apace)! It induces the mass 

splitting between the members of an.I-spin multiplet. Since this 

inTolTes the em~asion ~nd absorption of a photon, LEM is of order 
I ..,_e2.- _j_ 

U\ - - 1>1- . 
Now Lt1S is a scalar in I-space. Thus ,in the absence o:f 

LEM 
I 

but to any order in L 115 ., all members o:f an I-spin mul

tiplet have the same mass. Similarly, since LE'M is a scalar in 

U-space, in the absence o:f L MS but i;o any order in Lei'\ 

all members o:f a U-spin multiplet have the same mass. The gene

ral mass relations we are seeking are there:fore those which are 

satis:fied both by conservation o:f I-spin alone or by U-spin 

alone. These relations can be obtained very simply :from the weight 

diagrams. 

Consider any parallelogram o:f points i~ a weigh,; diargam as 

illustrated in Fig. 2. I:f we neglect L El'\ , to all orders in 

LMS 
m (1) 

m (3) 

I:f we neglect L MS 
m (1) 

m (2). 

= m(2) 

= m.(4) 

, to all orders in LEM 

= m(4) 

= m(3) 

(1) 

(2) 

Ulearly to all orders in L 1-\S and to all orders in LEH 

(but neglecting ·a11 interference terms LEK x LMS ) the one 



relation which replaces (1) and (2) is 

·m (1) - m(2) + m(3) -tn(4) = 0. 

~h1a 1a called p&rallelogru law by Matthews-and Feldman. They 

justify the neglect of LEM x LMS terms by remarking-that expe

rimentally, L HS appears to be 1/10 . and. LEM"' 1/137 • The 

interference terms therefore are.at least e1' order 10-3• The 

parallelogram law should therefore provide some of the 11\ost accu

rate tests for unitary symmetry. 

To ta,ke an example, fo~ the decuplet we get from its three 

parallelograms, 

N :,.-_ N10 + Y* 0-Y*--:::. o 

1/t' - NJ++ ':fH - ':(JfrO =-0 

tt-- y#+ 21-0- =.,_= O 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

At the Conference we have heard some evidence showing that 

(3) and (4) are verified. 

For the baryon octet, there are two particles which appear 

in the centre , ' I\ and I: • The parallelogram law therefore 

includes a term containing the transition mass m(A,!) which 

arises from remarking that in U-sp~ce, the scalar combination 

is )1 14 = f(~!' 0+A0
) while .Zt<-:: f{I 0-~t1°) 

is .the third component of the vector with n. and ;: 0 as the 

other two components.· For the octet there are altogether two 

parallelogram relations: • 
tt--f + zi+-I:0 -t"VHU)= 0 
- - .r.~ (6) · ·=-•-~-+r-l:0 +,~lI"A)=o. 

~liminating the trasition mass we get.Coleman-Glashow 6-mass 

relation It, -f + z.+-i:-+ 2--~o= <) (7) . 

Including as it does L MS to all orders, and with no restric

tion on the precise form of L HS , this is _the best established 

theoretical relation in the subject. It should provide one of 
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the severest tests for unitary symmetry. With present evidence 

the relation in fact appears verified to within experimental 

accuracy3f. 

3) ~o far we have retained in the computation of physical 

masses, terms like 

.M = --"a+ ~ [(l11s>.'+(LE11/} . 
?,S 

but neglected the interference terms like (LMS x LEM )n. It 

is crucial to remark that no special form for L 
115

• · was assumed 

apart from the general requirement that it conserves I-spin and. 

hjrpercbarge~ The verification of (7) was therefore esse~tially a 

verification of the statement that the p°lioton is a scalar in 

U-spaee (and that N,I,A a.J E «aform. multiplets in U-space). 

We now for the first time as13ume fl special :form for L MS which 

asserts that LMS transforms as the I = o, 'I = o component of.

an octet. 

In U-space ·t;his implies that 

l - ~l( 'fi,, 
MS - 2 s - 2. "'l (8) 

'1:o the first order 1p. L MS (and all orders in LEM) we therefore 

get for the mass-splittings an equal-spacing rule in U-space. 

For the decuplet this reads 

}ll-_ y-¥-~ y-f-_ : J--:: =f-_ .n..- . (9) 

For the baryon octet 

h ._. - ... -::-o 
- '-t.(. - Lt,(_ -- (11) 

or equivalently 

2(11-t S0 )-=- 311 + ~0-.U3(ZA) 
Eliminatin_g ('rt\ ) transition-mass from (6) and (11), we get 

!£ R.Dalitz { f/t:,s. Lett£ ,5".i(tll~as used (6) direchy to compute 
the tranS1t1on MH ('1~ ) and compared the result with that4ob
t{iined from a study of t;he binding of mirror hypernuclei He and 
R"I'. T;he agreement is not unsatisfactory. 
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· the mean-mass version of Gell-Manri-Okubo formula 

(h-t-p}:+ (E. 0+ 2-):. }A-+(!++z:.~0). 

This incorporates L ~/<I to all orders but L MS 

(12.) 

to only the 

first. ~he interference L e'/'I x LMS term of course is still 

not taken into accountK. 

(c) Model-dependent mass relations 

In addition to these there are two other types of mass-re

lations which_seem experimentally well-stablished. These are: 

(1) Mixing relations between "impure" multiplets. An example is 

Schwinger's highly accurate quadratic relation between (mass)2-

of f, f, e., and K3f particles-: 

(?-f)(w-y):. 1 (k~f){~-w-~K*) (13) 

(2) Intra-multiplet Relations ' 

Examples are 

k~f =- K--r "") 
or the remarkable equaiity noted by Coleman and Glashow-: 

a(8) = a(10), b(8) = b(10) (H>} 
Here a arid b are the parameters in the standard Okubo~Gell-

-Mann formula 

and a (8), 

the decuplet. 

..,q-:: -Ao +a.':t -f, ~(£z.- tY2) 
b(8) refer to ti1e octet, and 

These relations differfrom 

(16) 
a(10) and b(10) to 

(3)-(12) in one very 

important respect. Whereas(3)-(12) are general con~equences of 

group-theoretic considerations, the mixing-relations or the in

tra-multiplet relations are consequences (at least so far as pre

sent derivations go) of specific dynamic models. 

~ Unlike (?). there probably is no tremendous gain in wri
ting the ~an-mass f~rm (12). This is because the neglect of 
( LMs. ) , .( LMs. ) , ... is more serious than taking into account 

-of the higher orders of • L EM • · 
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(3) Electromagnetic Mass differences 

The same remark applies to the detailed phenomenological 

?alcula"l.ion of electro-magnetic mass-dti'ferences (which agree 

with experiment to o,,11ev) carried out (and reported at the Con

ference) by ColeMn and Glashow3f and by Marshak. I shall 

take up these model-dependent mass-relations later. 

(d) Magnetic I:ioments of Bar:yons 

The next not so precise, test for su3 comes from comparison 

of baryon magnetic moments. I1' photon is scalar in u-space and 

the symmetry-breaking term · L '1S is negJ.ected, from the weight 

diasrams we get: 

iP: fr.+ ' 

where 

l's-: fy- , 

,µ,., = f s•,: f<'S.." , 
(11) 

. ff 
,~ - ; tc -4-i.u -!lµ 
r1:"' - -;;;,·" ~,-zo 21 %:J\ 

TI: it is assumed th·,t the electromagnetic current transforms 

J.ike 

%+ ~!J, 
we get the two additional relationa 

/'11 -= 2t"-=- -2,r.• . (1.9) 
The new measurement of /'A reported at this conference gi-

ves /<A.'= - o,u, 1:. o, 3; (in A •gnetona). 

Considering the difffoulties of precise measurement, this may 

possible be called agreement with theory at least in the siGht 

.. * As ·note.d by Okubo, the inclusion of L,.,5 to the first 
order unfortunately leaves only the equi-distance rule in U-space, 

'. .. f<1t ~ rI,,': J'-1:,. -fs_o ' . 
Th1s is independent of assumption (18). The otlier relations (and 
in particular f-1t :.2f"' ) no loae;er hold. 
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of God I shall however col!L11ent on the_precise significance of the 

result later. 

(e) Decay ·Widths 

Next to the (essentially diagoaal) mass or magnetic-moment 

matrix elements, it is the simplest to include the effect of 

symmetry-breaking terms for the decay amplitudes F(p~,P~,p~) 

A ➔ B+c 

(p1) (p2' P3) 

This has been done fhr the decuplet decays 10 ➔ 8+8 by 

V. Gupta and V. Singh and by C. Becchi, E. Eberle, G. lltorpurgo 

These authors find r relations between 12 possible amplitudes. 

· •rhese relations resemble,. Gell-Mann-'-0kubo rules and have the form 

2 C N *➔ Ntr) + '- (:*...., ~7') =- 3('7;!.,Ar)-1- ( t*➔ ~11-) (20) 

Assuming that one may neglect the effect of relative mass diffe

rences in F (m~, ~' mj), an cxperimentkl comparison for the 

lef'c and the right sides of (20) g1Yes 

7.58 :!: 83(Bev)-1 = 7:44 :!: 0.83 (BeV)-1 

_(f) Cross Section Relations 

~he altimate test of unitary symmetry of course is the 

equality of reaction cross section. Now the reaction amplitude 

for a two - body process 

A+B ➔. C+D 

P1, P2 • P3, ~4 
is a function of six invariants F(p~, p~, Pj' p~, (P1 + P2l, 

2 lP1 - P3) ) , 

To incorporate the effects of the symmetry breaking interaction 

is an ar~ still in its infancy. To see the drastic change which 

even a parti&l. inclusion of symmetry breaking can produce, con

sider the example of reactions 

10 



Cet) ,,--tf..::, N*-+ ,r+ 

ce) K-+r ➔ 'r:/+ ,,.+ 
(C) Ti+p...,, Y,,11-+ I(,+ 

({J> C-1-r -4 ~*-+ k+ 

reported by. Snow , 

. Using U-space methods, one can show that in the pure su3 
limi,t Mcj(i =- - Mc =Mc..,. - M,( r 

2 
z.) 

'--· 

As Pig • .) ab.owe, this is far fro■ the experimental case. In

clusion of s;ymi:etry breaking to the first order leaves just one 

relation between amplitudes 

Noting that (experimentally) Mb ,;:/la.~ 0 this amounts to checking 

· :i.tMa =rHc, which from the data presented is not unreasonable. 

I am here taking a highly optimistic view-point about pre

dictions of unitary symmetry regarding cross-sections equalities. 

The hope is that when one has learnt how to unclude symmetry

breaking properly, the tests would be more ■eaningful. The blant 

truth is that if these were the only posible tests of su3, one 

would never at any rate ·at the present stage of the subject, have 

given much credence to unitary symmetry. 

SU11marising 

Unitary symmetry has a small but impressive list of successes, 

mainly in predicting mass relations. The successes are more im-· 

pressive than one has any right to expect. It has however no out 

sight failures. This.is vartly because unlike other summetry pro-.. : ,, . ,... '. 

posals uni:t;ar;y symmetry does not forbid strong reaotiona otherwise 

• al~owed by I-spin and hypercharge conservation. The failures of 
. unitary syI:l,'.,letry can' reasonably be ascribed to our inability t_o 

include e)"lllletr7-brcaking except to the first order. 
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II Composite I,:odels and Unitary Triplets 

The relative success 01' group theoretical models for unitary 

symmetry naturally leads one to, examine its basic group-structure 

more closely, And here one immediately meets with a deep puzzle, 

i{ny does nature not employ the basic triplet representations of 

the unitary group, when from these elementary (spinor) representa

tions one could compositely construct the tensor representations 

1, 8, 10,., etc, to which the physical particles seem to belong 

to? In other words wi1y has Sakata model failed? Or has it indeed 

failed; could it be that the fundamental Sakata-like triplets do 

exist not as tn.e pnysical entities p, n and /I but in a differen~ 

guise, During the last year a number of proposals have been made 

to employ the triplet representations, I shall examine some of 

the models, Even though some of these claim to be dynamical in' 

intent, the dynamics is of the most rudimentary character, the 

essential content being eroup-theoretic, 

(A) The Revolutionary Quark Model 

The most economical of all composite models is the Quark 

(or the Ace) model, Given the Bose multiplets, 1 and 8, and the 

Fermi multiplets, 1, 8 and 10, find the one unit from which these 

multiplets, can be composed? The unique answer*) is a 

(~) . . triplet A= !2 where A1 , A2, A3 carry baryon numper 

and with the 6ther quantum number!*) 

*JThis is because 3 x 3* = 1 + 8 
3 X 3 X 3 = 1 + 8 + 8 + 10 

spin 1/2 

B = 1/3 

**)In terms of the generators of su
3

, Y is defined ~s Y =Js/fi 
Thus Q = J3 + LJ universally for all nadrons as well as 

~ n g 
tor quarks, 
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I3 
1/2 

-1/2 

0 

y 

1/J 
1/3 

-2/J 

Q =I+ Y/2 
2/3 

-1/J 
-1/J 

This is essentially the Sakata triplet with a charge displac& 

ment -1/J. Clearly the v~rld of the quarks, A1 , A2 , A3, if such 

exotic objects exist, is a world orthogonal to the world we are 

used to, in the sense that such particles could be created only 

in pairs from the known particles. Quarks would constitute new 

type of stable matter.· 

(B) Conservative Triplet Models 

For mo·st. other models the fractional value of electric charge 

are too high a price to pay for the economy of having a single 

triplet. All known particles can be formed as composites either 

from two tri~lets*) or fro~ one fermi triplet· and a neutral singlrt. 

Now all triplets with integral cnarge fall basically into 2 

categories: 

(A) Sakata-like triplets 
Q 

s -(;~) m 
Q 

1 l = I3 + 2 y + 2 C 

C 1 

(B) Lepton-like triplets Q 1 1 C 

L •(~) rn Q I3 + 2Y+ ) 

C = -2 

For both types of triplets, the integral charge requirement 

forces us to introduce a new quantum number c. This quantum 

number has been given different names by different people; 

*) Two triplets models have been considered by the following: 

1. H.Baory, J.Neyts, L.Van Hove, preprint CERN (1964). 
(two Fermi triplets). 

2. J.Schwinger, preprint; F.Gursey~ T,Lee and M,Nauenberg, preprint 
(one Fermi and one Bose tripletJ• 
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"addivitive ·triality" by the Rochester group, "peculiarity" at 

QERN, "supercharge" b7 Okun. Personall,r I prefer the 

name given to.it by Glashow and Bjorken. They call it the "charm1 ? 
note that C =((Q))• For ordinary matter 0=0. 

Following a classification given by Van Hove and Gell-Mann 

one may consider three distinct alternatives: 

(1) The new guantum number C is absolutely conserved. 

Since for ordinary matter C = O, the triplets·then_are 

a new type of stable matter. This case is as exciting 

as the case of Quarks. Lee and Giirsey have speculated 

that it is this type of matter which constitutes the 

substance of the mysterioua(Quasi Stellar) Radio Sources. 

(2) C is Yiolated bz weak interactions. 

(3) 

. ' 
In this case C is closely i-,r&llel to hypercharge so far 

as its conservation is concerned and the triplets carry 

a new form of strangeness. The obar■ed (or charming) 

particles can only be produced in pairs strongly, though 

they can decay singly into normal matter. On account of 

its analogy with leptons an attractive exam~le of a 

composite theory is of all (hadronic) matter being built 

up from an L-type Fermi triplet along with a neutral 

singlot ..-.mc(;i) r•=ion, 

C is violated semi-strongly, though ~(Y + j C) = 0 in 

order that .a. Q = o, a I = O. The "charming" particles 

can be created singly - though possibly less copiously 

;i-;- defined above is 2/J times the number defined by Glashow 

& Bjorken. 
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than those without charm. This model can be realised 

either*): 

(a) through one S-type triplet'+ a neutral singlet 

'('b) ortwo_triplets as in the models of Schwinger, 

Van Hove,.Lee, Gilrsey and Nauenberg. 

(C) Dynamical Predictions 

Consider, briefly some of the specific predictions of the 

various models. Their predictions are as a rule very similar. 

(1) The Quark r.:odel 

Assuming that quarks are fairly heavy, Zweig has built u~ 

a dynamical model of their binding to give the mass relations 

between the known su
3 

multiplets. fhe model has the following 

charijcteristics: 

1. The medium-strong symmetry-breaking is introduced by 

assuming that the masses of the basic quarks are different, 

#14?,) ,,,..., = It!¾ 
i.e. 

L HS-=- ( '»4)- lw,41) At Al 
2. Since MA =MA, it immediately follows that the residt:.al 

l 2 

symmetry is of the u2 group., This directly leads therefore to 

the following solution of the W > <f>, f mixing problem: the physic

al particles (the eigen-states) have the transformation properties 

(corresponding to representations of u2): 

f-:: ff. (A/A1-AJAz) 
iu = fi(A:-+1+Af Az) (3 ,;-) 
? -= Af 43 

The squared masses satisfy the two relations**) 

*)Foran Ir-type triplet+ a singlet one could not simultaneously 
conserve Y and violate c. 
**) Relation (2) is a consequence of let order symmetry breaking. 
(1) and (2) have also'been derived by Lee, G(irsey & Nauenberg. 1, 



~ r=-f.J 
,) 2;+f+t.J=_4I(" 

~G) 

J. Assuming that both o- and 1- bosons bind from a quark and 

an anti-quark, and assuming that the binding is independent of 

spin, one gets the.relation 

k*-f =- hi-¾'.'." "1~ -=- k-tr . .~l/fL) 
I hope this is not an unfair sample of the·type of dynamical 

argument used in this and other composite models. 

It is a type of argument·calculated to send a self-respecting 

5-matrix theoretist into fits of despair.., despair because the 

results seem to have the sanction of nature. The most charitable 

tning one could say about these calculations is what Dr. Johnson 

once remarked about woman•_a preaching! "A woman preaching, Sir, 

is like a dog walking on hie hind legs; it is not done well, but 

you are surprised to find it done at all." 

(2) Schwinger's Field Theory of Matter 

1. Starting with a dynamical. analogy between leptonic inter

actions and strong interactions Schwinger.introduces 2 sets of 

triplet fields to build comp6aitely all known hadrons. 

These are: 

one Sakata-like Fermi triplet f, B = 1 

one Sakata-like Bose t_riplet V, B = 2 

2. The crucial assumption is made that at the most elemental 

level of dynamic_ theory, t and V transform as representations of 

two independent unitary groups 

t'-=- -1(.,r, 
V1 -=- 111,V, 

. u1 -t u2 • We are thus dealing with a (UJ x u3 = w3) gro~p structure. 
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At this level there are 9 baryons Vif _corresponding.to a (J,J)* 

representation ~f w3 • 

J. Mesons (with the group-st~cture 'f't transforming as Uiffu.Y. 
correspond to a reducibie 9 fold ( 9 = l + 8) representation of 

4. There are two symmetry oreaking terms; one is introduced 

to apli t the 9-fold of mesons into a singlet and an octet~) the 

other, by-passes the su3 structure leading directly from ·,v3 to u2 • 

The second interaction (LHs-='if~{f";~)) is something of a tour-de

f'orce., It ia precisely the unaeath etic feature of bosons carrying 

two units of baryonic number which forces :tu on the theory this 

particular type of symmetry breaking, Note that in the second 

order L115 '1c LMS · gives the effe_cti;e interaction of Zweig type 

. ifrt../f V)(Vy,) . . . . . 
·• . 2 

Tne quadratic mass formula connecting </, 5",tJ and K* (mass) 

mentioned earlier follows directly as the lowest order perturba

tion arising from the interplay of the two symmetry-breaking term~ 

So■e further features of Schwinger's model are the following: 
(a) The decuplet J/2+ is part of some further feature of 

Schwinger's theory are the following: a 45'- component multiplet 

which under symmetry-breaking splits as 45 = 8 + 10 + 27 Glashow 

and Kleitman (Phys, Lett ••• ) have given arguments for believing 

that the 27 - fold multiplet is likely to be fairly massive 

(2 BeV or more). 

(b) If the symmetry - breaking terms are ignored, a nureber 

of processes are forbidden (compare the Sakata model), For ex~T.plc 

-,,f, ..;.,, 1<:.1 z+ 
k-11 -ff Ko2o 
I'., +, KOKO 

Since the symmetry-breaking _terms are assumed .to be quantita

*)In effect this is tantamount to giving the meson singlets a c,ase 
mass different from the octets. 
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tively enormous, this :foroiddenness is perhaps irrelevant.•) 

(3) Groups o:f Rank Higher than 2 
-·~ 

Given.a new quantum number (C), a group theorist will 

immediately rush off to his copy of Dynkin and make an inventory 

of all groups of rank higher than 2. Recall that the rank of a Lee 

group gives the numb~r of its commuting generators - and therefore 

tne numoer of conserved quantities it can accomodate. su3 is a . . 

group 01' rank 2; it can accomodate two quantum numbers (I3 and Y). 

The next Fig. 4.snows Dynkin diagrams for some higher rank groups. 

Of groups of rank 3, the favourite ones are su4 ,_ and SP6 (the 

symplectic group), The number of authors who have considered su4 
as a possible super symmetry of nature is legion.**) 

The symplectic group has only one set of votaries,***) The 

elementary representation of su4 is'a qu~rtet (an Sor an L-type 

01· triplet + a singlet); the corresponding representation for 

Sp6 has 6 components (ones and one L-typetripiet).**H) 

*} l,;y personal view is that the most significant part of Schwi~'s 
theory is not so much its dynamical content but the .. introduction 
and the insistence upon the wider group-theoretic structure u3xu3 , 
I know Schwinger disagrees with me.· I s.1all however return to th:rs 
topic later. 
**)1, s.L. Glashow and Bjorken. P;eprint. Phds. left. II 1 25f(l9(,lf) 

2. V .V. Vladimirsky, SU -symmetry. pr~pri1<t, -
3, P. Tarjanne and V.L.4Teplitz, Phys. Rev, Lett. II, 447 (1963) 
4. ;·;. Krolikowski, Nucl. Phys, (to be published). · 
5, L. Cohen, su4 model of particles and resonances. Preprint, 

1964, -
6, Y. Hara. Phys. Rev, 134, B 701 (1964), 
7. Z, ll'.uki and Y. Ohnuki. Quar,tet Scheme· for Elementary 

Particles. Preprint (1964). · 
8, r,;, Hruna, K. 1:Stumoto and S. 'fanaka. Broken U(4)-Symmetry in 

Barion-l.:eson System, (Contributed paper). 
:l, D, Amati, H, Bacry, J. Nuy:ts_srnd J, Pr~n,.tki,su4 and Strong 

Interactions, Plt'jS· /.ett", !L,//.1_1 ffl<? Urlbll/ 
*H) B,Bacry, J .Nuyts, L.Van Bove,. preprint CERN, ; 

A theory based on Sp6 has certain similarities with ~chwirger's 
theory. In particular these authors also derive thef,9l,'>,K quadra
tic formula: (41-f)(1-f):::. :LQ<t.J )(fu,1-2ki) . 
****) Notice ·that the adjoitt representation of su4 (to which must 
oeloni; spin one particles) contains 15 components; the adjoint 
representation of Sp6 is richer and admits of 21 (1-) entities. 
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SU · 
......i 

As I stated earlier all su4 models fall into 2 cathego'ries 

su4 Mark I 

s-type Quartet 

This allows for all three alternatives: 

Either (1) C - absolute ponservation 

or (2) C - weak violation 

or (3) · C - semi strong violation. 

_.fil¼ Mark II 

L-type quartet 

This allows only 

Either (1) c·-absolute conservation 

or (2) C - weak violation. 

· Some· or the su4 representations possess the following 

content: 

(1) o-, 1- = adjoint representation, which in.terms of su3 
multiplets decomposes as follows 

4 x 4 = 1 + 15 = 8 + J + J* + l 

The submultiplets ·3 and 3* carry charm while for the singlet 

C = o •. Clearly this singlet provides a natural place within the 

group structure for a ninth boson, ( tA>0 or the /rrr>; /). 
(2) 1/2+ fermions could belong to a ·.20-Fold Representation 

which splits as 

20 = 8 + ·6 + .J + 3* 

(J) J/2+ belongs to different 20'-Fold which would split as 

20 I : 8 + . 6 + 3 + ) . 
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The next 2 tables taken from Glashow & Bjorkenj&Junati J 

• 1 .,~~f'Y, : N~~~• ,Pre,~~k; :.A1.);1B,\f,~ t,eL~C?;l!e; ,oJ,., Jh;;,,;~;i.~Plf mass 

assignments, assuming that the su4' symmetry is brok,en in, a "na-

tural" (Gell- Mann- Okubo-like) manner. 
'; ·1 

1 Fig.-g_: · · r F,·(/·b l 
Some people do not know w~en to stop. 

(4) Tests for the ~~stende' ~} ·T~i~lets. • )\ "'"'' : 
• , :~, ~ '.".'.• -:·:: t. J .·. ·, · ( 1· 

0

! ,., :_ 

If the "charmed" triplets do indeed exist, is there some 
; -; :,, ; •.,,}. \: 

indirect but recognisable effect ·they would produce which could 
,•·;-_-t,. 

constitute a test of their existence? 

In so far as the caief distinguishing feature· cif the triplets 

is the additive term in the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula (CIO) 

JS 
- + Q = J.3 + V' _c_ 

3 
(1.'f-) 

the answer must lie within•eleotromagnet1sm. Nauenberg & Okun for 

example have noted that the relation 

fN=2fj._- ;, ( 2 ~) (•) 

no longer holds if C I O. (Note that for Quarks, C = O, so that 

Quarks do not produce any. "indirect" electromagnetic effects). 

Now the yiolation of (Z8)~:tt certainly. constitute a test 

of the existence of the>triplets. But this test has the drawback 

tnat the formula ( 26') is. no longer val id (at present to an un

predictable extent) ale o when the symmetry-breaking LNs terms are 

included. Thus if f<N-2f,.1= 0; one. would not know if this was the 

result of the presence of triplets or a consequence of the normal 

symmetry breaking mechanism. 

A better test possibly is provided by the old chestnut, 

tile ratio 

K 
+· -'P-• Y ~/ -Y' 

:::::, + -
w -r-_;, :JI 
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Let us assum~}-:t):la:t..:the.:_PhY'3.:i:~.al,,p.~t,;_cJ~_!:L~ ;13:~d. .'if~r,.e mix

tur~s. ?f ~_ pur~ ~~ing~et~ .~"··and 11n ~oc:t~t"f•~ .. , .. 
· ·· · · •···· ·C)·~ ~-' i:.P3fl :.r .,'tJ."j1,/&.. · ·"_ · .... ·· "' 1

,:,\• ' 

',,; : ,, ,,., ,.:•:, ~ .. '. ,,. .• S::.: ,_;_.;, o • . S,, (29) .. 
,, W,":~ .. ~ i $1°1',G;°'-t-. .. ~ ~@j' L • 

::n-.'.The angle'Qs can·•be determined :from strong interactions,, 

alone: 1 (e .g~··as-. suggested·:by<Saku;raLbyLusing 'the, relat.i.on 

_,,,i ,,; ,,_: '; ; 'r. ' ,; r; = c.,'l.lJ r- ' ' ,. ' .. · , - .. ?➔Mt<, .. · · f4ktK •' ✓ : 

where, ?➔ftr';'. ·is 'determinedcfrom':•1:and ~If:·)·. Now write , 

I<.: /°"~+><SMJ- /2-=- '4-f2A (:!o) 
~~·~6+XC4>~ · · · ~,., · 

and if the notions of unifary symmetry are correct there must 

exist triplets of integral charge. 

If the triplets ar,e very massive, in general I( will be 

small. Ther~ however are cez,tain models (e.g. Schwinger's) where 

irrespective-of the mass of the triplets, QEM - Gs can be as 

large as 60° in the exact w3 limit. 

Summarising 

The problems raised by the triplet models are highly signific• 

ant and of the deepest relevance to the future of Physics. The 

Triplets may be stable; they exist either in the form_ of Quarks 

or they may carry integral charge. In this•case they define a new 

and a hitnertounsuspected regime of· physical phenomena, The 

significance of this new regime for Cosmology has been speculated

may or may not_ concern us here to-day. We can not hov1ever fail to 

oe fired by their significance~ 
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III. Group Extensions and Super-Symmet~ies 

I now turn to what I consider as some of the most significant 

contributions to this Conference. This is the elegant study of the 
',•t 

group Algebras connect~d w:Lth _extensic,ns o,f su3• The study itself 

is not new. It·was·carried out in 1961 within the context of unitary 

symmetry by (see ref.l) M.·Gell-mann,· A. Salam.and J.C. Ward and in • 

terms of a four-field- Fermi interaction by R. Marshak and s. Okubo•• 

It has naturally acquired a renewed s1gn1f1oance with the emergence 

of suj. 
~he story starts with what Gell-Mann called F and D couplings 

and F and D·(~urrents.) Consider the interaction.of pseudoscalar 

mesons with baryons. Write the conventional 3 x 3 matrix for the 

baryons. 

/3 .... 

yo /\o 2 • 
'yj +·~+ \/2: 

~-
.... -
~ 

and s1m11arl.7 for the mesons M • 

E.,. 
;{__o -t- /\o _:b,.o 

. Vy '/6-· \Ji: 
_ r;;,o 

"--

p 

rt 
~-Mo 
V3 « 

The three field interaction can be written either in the form-: 

Tr. B+ BM 

or in the form-: 

.Tr. B- BM 

• R. Marshak and s. Okubo, Nuovo _Cim •. ll, 1226 (1961) 
HJ[, 

Works on this ·,topic was reported at the Conference by 

l. Y. Nambu and P.G.O. -Freund 

2. r.:. Gell-Mann 

.3. R. Marshak, N. l/iukunda and S. Okubo· 

4. A. Salam and J.C. Ward. 
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These are the only two ways of multiplying three matrices •ith1n 

the trace operation. Now with Gell-Mann one can define the (symmetric) 

and anti-symmetric combinations the above two (couplings) as follows-: 

Tr B+ (B I\!_ + LI B) = ;r, B+ [B,t,t};The so called D-coupling. 

and Tr B+ (B M - Li B) = Tr B+ [B,l~ j The so called F-coupling. 

One of the.important fundamental parameters in the theory is 

F/D ratio. 

One way to remember the distinction of Farid Dis to remark that 

for F couplings there is no Z _.., /\ + .J, 

transition, for pure D case there is no ':iJ -+ ::F: + r transition. 

The vector couplings of .f , ~, <f and u.J are conventionally 

assumed. ·as pure F. For I-mesons, however, hyperfragment bindine;· 

clearly calls for non-zero D (g / O). The dymanical calculations 
' .Jr,11:. 

of Martin and Wali and others go even_ further and show,.that not: only 

must the D-coupling exist for pseudosoalar mesons, they must predo

minate (F/D ~1/3). The same_ st~ry seems to repeat its_elf for weak, 

interactions Tre1man will tell ,rou to-morrow. The Y-ourrents (axial• _ , Os 

yeotors) appear predominantl,r D, the Yeotor currents are F. 

The questio? arises; within the unitary symmetry sche~e, what 

is the origin of F and D couplings; or if we consider vector 

particles - what is the origin of two types of distinct currents F 

and D? 

The unique answer lies in the group extension SUJx su3 .·• 

Consider the two unitary triplets A and B transforms as 

Al= u1A 

B1 = UJ£B 
2 

~f the known 9 - Folds, e.g. the baryon nonets are formed as 

= ABT 



transforms as 

f / ti1./u-r (32) 

As stressed earlier (in connection with Schuvinges's Field 

theory of •tter), ff belongs to the (3, 3B) representation of ~. 

provided u1 f. u2• If u1 = u2• i.e. 

· _ r / ==: (11 r ~-.f. 

we are dealing with the (reducible) g--fold representation of su3 
alohe. 

Now there is a standard procedure for generating conserved 

currents - the so-called gauge procedure corresponding to any given 

transformation. In its essentials, the procedure is to write the 

transformation concerned infinitesimally e.g. write 

U1 = 1 +t'X , 14.-=.,1+1'): 

· where X an4 Y are hermitian 3 x 3 matrices. 

The transformation ()2.) reads 

1r':. (1-+,'X)-r(1-i't)= f+,'(Xy,-y,Y), 

Likewise )J'-t'=~r'f-+<'(}f-)'-~), 

The free energy 'fir} 'f therefore transforms to 

if !r}'f + iif~r C~v--'f'f) 
The extra terms generated by this procedure represent the coupling 

of spin one objects Xr and Yf 
Rewriting these we get: 

with. the baryon - currents. 

tor)-'f'-rtrt'f-= tz t~rf}+~,rl+ ½forlX;--7 ,t}-= 
-= Fv+2v • 

Starting ther_efore with (J2) we see that we have generated natu

rally both Fv al!I well as Dv currents.· If we had specialised to the 

case u1 = u2 (1.e. XaY), we would have generated only the Algebra 

corresponding to Fv alone, 
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It is easy/to check that the 00-11tat1on relations of ·i' and DY 

are as follows; [Ft,~]•,f•j"F" 
\ [F.,1>,J • ,,~tt.'DK 

(I>,,l>j 1 =if,jtt. FK 

!low so far we have no axial vec~or currents (or· the correspond. 

iDg ps. 15 coupling). But we know these exist1 in fact that for 

the 05 case they predominate~ To generate these the standard 

procedure_ once again is to consider in the zero baryon mass limit,. 

the .two-component entities 

IV : 'J:!:is_ 'f' 1L 2 > 

1-~ v,,,_=- 2'ft, 

ff -.:. 'f_L + 'fR. • 
One can now make 4 independent transformations 

, -l 
Bl.= ul BL u2 

En= u3 ~ u~;:1 

** Clearly one will now generate 4 types of currents, 

Fv 

**) Note that each set contains 8 conserved currents (conserved 

in the limit tn,➔ o)so that the overall ,Algebra generated by 

these 32 currents, with the commutation relations . , 



· ID i.ts wtdeat fora, . then; •,and ·assuming, tha.t,possibly. correspont 

ing to these currents there also #glit exif!tphysical ~t1olea we 

111&7 ban a total o:t sixteen 1- and ai:xte~n 1+ part1olea. · . 
;\fiY .'· ·'" 

Now it is possible (and indeed., quite. probable) that nature 

does not use the generous freedom ~f~~ed·b;·all the possibili

tie~ 11ated above. An attraot1n restricted special case is the 

following-s 

U -1 
Br, = 1Br,U2 

. -l 
Ba= 0 2¾01 (i.e. take o1 = u4 

U3 = U2) 

In this case there are o?µy FV and DA currents. 

(l) It 1a an attraot1n hy'pothea1a (forced upon us by the 

existence of D currents and their dominance for the ~ 5 case) 

that there is possibly in nature a super-symmetry corresponding to 

su
3 

x su3• The baryon nine-fold belongs to the representation, 

(3,3•)L + (3*, 3)R 

(2) The symmetry exists in the "limit mo= 0 

(3) There may exists a normal octet of 1- (C =. -1) and 

a normal (C = +1) octet of 1+ particles, correapondind to (l,S)!(a,1) 

representations. 

(4) In addition to these 1- and 1+ particles, there may 

exist (O+) and (0-) mesons.These spin zero entities may.belong 

either (like baryons) to the nonet representation (3,3*)!(3,3*) 

( ~ee pq3e 2. &') 

in the Algebra of SU3 x su3 x su3 x SU)" 

There are of course in addition 4 su3 singlets making a total of 

36 entities reminiscent of su6). 
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(C =id..> or like vector particles correspond to (1,a):!:<.a,1) 

(with C = 1 for o- and -1 for o+). 
(6) What happens to the symmetry when the baryon mass is 

turned on. 

Gell-Mann computing in the lowest order shows that the bar7on 

nonet then splits into a singlet and an octet, with 

m - - 2m singlet - octet 

Interpreting the negative mass particle as one with opposite 

parity the fu11111 prediction of this higher symmetry group is that 

the 9-th baryon may be twice as heavy as the octet but with spin

parity 1/2-. 
. 2 

(7) For the scalar and pseudosealar meson (mass) spectrum, 

Gell-Mann and Marshak et al obtain for the (3,3•) :!: (3x,3) the 

following results 

J<i+ZA o-c1) 
1-.:z.+ £) o+(s) 
;/I. 
_µ1-Ll o-(a) 

.,u2-lA 0+(1) · 

With the .inclusion of Gell-1.iann-Okubo type of symmetry

breaki.nc, and assuming that the now ubiquitous K = 730 Mev 
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is indeed the "strange" nUlllber.of the o+ octet, one pr~dicti' 

r = K = ?30 Mev (input) 

tr1 : 560 Mev (G = -1; decay modes 1,r+'( 

I ? = 7?0 Mev 

to order o( ., 2,r+2~, 2~, 2.,,. 

. to order o( Z. ) 

~ For the C = -1 (abnormal) case, Marshak: et al give the followillg 

values. 

K1 = 688 Mev 

?' = 630 Mev 

11'
1 = 83? Mev 

The "abnormal" case was first considered by Nambu and 

Sakurai (Phys. Rev. Letters J1) 1/2. • {!9(J}} 
who showed that the production and decay rates of a 

C = -1 octet are highly suppressed). 

If the o+ and 1+ objects exist, where are they?** 

~o rrzy mind, this is one of the deeper IIJ'Ster1es of the s1tua

tion,Personall)•I have no doubt in IIJ' mind the extended Algebra 

su
3 

x su3 has something to do with nature. That correspondi:ag to 

each component of the ilgebra, there e:iµsts a physical particle which 

-,tH There appears to be a fair sprinkling of 1+ entities all ove~ 

the mass spectrum there are enough possible suspects 
I 'f = 1415, even to make an octet and a singlet·(e.g. 

~ = 1320, 9'= 1220 Mev 

c.,' = 980, 

seem to satisfy 1.tp'+ f 1+c.> 1
:::. i/ k'A- 7 K'-rr'-::::. k'!,f ~K'!.f') 

but the multiplet appears to possess the wrong C-parit7, C = -1). 
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is an extrapolation from the existence of 1- and o- particles. It 

is possible that this extrapolation is not,wholly warranted at 

least in.the simple·form it has been used.so far, 

IT, Dynamical Models 

In so far as dynamical models are relevant to my material, 

these fall into two classes. Firstly are the models which start 

conservatively with an eightfold of baryons and mesons and using the 

methods of S-matrix theory (and assuming trilinear coupliJl6s) 

predict the existence of the 10-fold (or the lack of binding for 
/ 

some other multiplets).This ot course 1s good Ph,Ysics. Its crowning 

achievement is in the work ot Wal1 arid Warnock who show that a bro

ken octet (broken in the sense that the masses satisfy the G-M-0 

mass r&lation) leads d7nam1cally to a broken decuplet (again broken 

in the sense of equal mass spacing). 

~ 

The next degree of sophistication is to seek to establish 

the.existence of the starting 8-fold itself from the reciprocal 
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self consi~tency of a .Bootstrap •. '£his would provide a "dynamical 

origin" for the observed symmetries. The still higher sophistication 

is to look for a spontaneous breakdown of the symmetry within the ,. 

stability and the over-riding uniqueness postulates of the Bootstrap 

approach. 

The Bootstrap idea.-traced!ecently by Lovelac~ a~ Imperial 

College - to Baron li:unchhausen•, is an extre■eq attraotiYe idea. 

It is basicaily the idea that the physical universe is unique and 

the uniqueness demand coupled with anaqt101t7 and unit&rit7 is 

sufficient to predict the observed features of the Universe 

including its symmetries. 

I think both in theology and cosmology, from the very nature 

of these disciplines. one always looks at the prqblem of ;the 

structure. of. the Universe in this light~-'For ;;l~mentary particle . . .. '· ··. -·-,, ' . ,• ·, ., . 

theory, however, this type of thinking is neJ, de~ arid. potent_~ I 

believe amoll8 natural philosophers Voltair_e v,as the first to voice 

something similar this. Voltaire attributed to Leibuitz the 

principle that we live in the best of all possible worlds. The 

modern theoretical physicist seems to go beyond Lebnitz in assert-· 

ing that we live not only in the best of all possible worlds - but 

in the only possible world. In lighter moments I sometimes wonder 

if the principle does not have the ring of the comforting thought 

with which Dr. Panslos made life worth enduring for honest Candide. 

H The Jaron lifted himself out of a swamp by his bootstraps~ His

tory narrats that the Baronis achievement was not appreciated by 

his contemporaries 
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This was the occasion of the famous L1abon earthquake when 30,000 

persons lost their lives. Let me quote from the famous Doctor. 

"Candide there is no effect without cause and in t.his best of all 

·possible worlds everything is neoessaril,1 for the. best, 
a Toloano at , Lisbon it could not be an,ywh•re else, for i.t is 

impossible, ~hat things be not where the,1, are- and all is well n 

Let me .. swmnarise the situation as I see it. 

I do not know who first used the word strange particles to 

characterise some of the most exciting objects one has discovered 

in Plcy'sics. Perhaps the smallest measure of change that has come 

over the subject during the last year is that strange particles 

are strange no more - and that the strangeness quantum number is 

as little or as much strange as isotopic spin or electric charge. 

There is a suspicion that there might exist still higher 

symmetry - with su3 as possibly an important .link in the symmetry 

chain. There may be a new quantum number, it may be connected with 

the ex1stenoe of triplets of·integr&l charge. These triplets 

(the Sakatons in a completel,T nen guise) at their most exciting, 

may be a new form of Matter. It is a prospect before which imagina

tion reels. 

But with all this optimism there is also mixed a feeling of 

awe - awe.at the magnitude of our ignorance. 

We do not know what dynamical mechanism gives this tremen

dous stability, to the mass calculations. Is it that there are 

very h~avy basic triplets, with masses of several Bev binding 

fieroel,1 and defining a mass scale before which the baryon mass 

differences are but a small perturbation. Notwithstanding the 
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heroic efforts of the bootstrap physicist, we do not quite yet 

understand where the origin of the symmetries lies. Or is it that 

this question is as :futile as asking why space-tilne has dimensional~ 

ty four? The discovery of the symmetry group of strollg•interactions 

was an achievement but when one thinks _of the problem.s that remain 

one wonders if this.was perhaps not the last.of the relatively 

simpler problems. Somehow perl,laps the harder tasks remain - the 
'. 

deeper, the more challaJJgi.ng understandings have yet to come. 

Before I close I have one more debt to pay. In 1962, V~ Weiss

kopf summed up the spirit of the CERN Conference with Pyramids. 

Pig• 7 • 

During 1963 the major item of news the unfortunate demise of 

the Regge Pole· Ll.odel. The next slide presented at the Stanford 

Conference capture the spirit of 1963. Pig. 8. Since then the 

Pyrm:lids have become somethillc of a tradition. 

The apprehensive fears of 1964-perhaps somewhat exaggerated~

are shown in the next slide. Fig. 9. 

ReceiTed by Publishing Department 
on August 19; 1964. 
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.i Paeudoacalar •esoII.B. y • C . I • 15 Vector Mesons 

'1 (550) 0 0 0 w (790) 

~ (950) 0 0 0 ¢, (lo20) 

1i (140) 0 0 l f' (?50) 

K c500> l 0 1/2 K°\a90) 

Dp (?60) 0 l 1/2 Dv(??O) 

Sp (900) l l 0 stv (940) 

Weak Decay Modes 

0 Dp ~ K1f' } 10-12s. 

s+p _, '11' 
1- D+ 

-H~ } Do ~ rrrrrr, rrrr , K1i' · 10-14s. 

s+ ~ rrrr , Krr 

Fig.5. 
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re,,onancea (equal Sp,lCin« lav) 2 

decuplet IJRJ:tet triplet singlet 

T • 0 .n.- 1672 n-· 1950 .a:-· 2228 rc··2506 

T • 't 8 • 1~Z7 ~·· 1805 8 ,-" 2083 

T • I t7 1~2 y;• 1660 
• 

3 
T • 2 11• I ;37 

These nt111be"' h#\Vf!' been comri.ted by considering 

1~(1660) ll!! tho reeu!iar 1;· ;article 

Fig.6. 
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I hope this structure holds till the next conference. 
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